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In this chapter the digimon finaly come 2 the rescue, but can the team work and friendship be enough 2
pull them out of this 1?
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The Kidnapping
(Part 5)

Previously on The Kidnapping…
Gatomon, Augumon, Patamon and Veemon were looking for there partners when Yolei came up to them
and told them what happened. She also told them that Gatomon could not come and defend Kari
because if she did, Kari would die! Will Gatomon obey Yolei and stay, or will her loyalty get the better of
her?

“Let them go!” said Tai,
“PLEASE, YOU HOLD SUCH LITTLE THREAT WITHOUT YOUR DIGIMON!” shouted Myotasmon.
“It’s a good thing I emailed Yolei,” thought Davis, “I just wish she would hurry up!”
“Hey guys, over hear!” said a voice from behind,
“Yolei!” shouted Davis, suddenly Yolei stopped in her tracks,
“Hey, why is Matt gagged?” asked Yolei,
“Oh, I forgot about him, he couldn’t stop interrupting me,” replied Tai, “Ok, you can un-gag him now”
“Great, now I can destroy you once and for all without your pathetic digimon to stop me! Ha, ha, ha,
ha!” laughed Myotasmon,
“THAT’S WHAY YOU THINK!” suddenly a gang of digimon came to the rescue,
“Veemon!” shouted Davis,
“Patamon!” shouted TK,
“Augumon!” shouted Tai,
“Biyomon, oh Biyomon you came to save me!” said Sora happily,
“Of course I did Sora, you’re my best friend, not to mention my partner!” suddenly Biyomon started to
cry,
“It really hurts me to see you like this Sora!”
“Don’t worry, you wont for long,” Sora bravely held up he digivice, “BIYOMON DIGIVOLVE!” suddenly
a bright light surrounded Biyomon,
“BIYOMON DIGIVOLVE TO… BIRDRAMON!”

After the bright light had vanished, the little pink bird was no more, now it was a big, fiery, blazing bird!
“Your turn Veemon!” shouted Davis, again a bright light surrounded the digimon as it digivolved.
“VEEMON DIGIVOLVE TO… X- VEEMON!”
“You to Patamon!” shouted TK,
“PATAMON DIGIVOLVE TO…” this time the light that had surrounded Patamon had shone even
brighter,
“PATAMON DIGIVOLVE TO… PATAMON?” Patamon’s face looked disappointed, “I guess I’m just to
hungry.”
“Don’t worry Patamon its not your fault you cant digivolve, I’m sure it’ll be ok.”
“Well, if you say so TK.”
“Augumon, your turn!” shouted Tai,



“AUGUMON DIGIVOLVE TO… GREYMON!”
The evil digimon Myotasmon looked up as the battle began between good and evil.
“The fate of the Digital World lies in your hands!” shouted Matt,
“X- Lazar!”
“Meteor Wing!”
“Nova Blast!”
“Now its my turn, Grizzly Wing!” said Myotasmon as lots of tiny bats with fangs came out of know were
and dissolved there attacks!
“My turn again, oh you shouldn’t have, Grizzly Wing!” This time the bats knocked the digimon to the
ground!
“Tai, they can’t beet him in there champion forms, they have to digivolve further!” shouted Kari, as
Greymon de-digivolved back into Augumon, but still got back up to fight,
“She’s right Sora, I need more strength!”
“Davis, you know what to do!” said X-Veemon,
“Right!” said Davis.
“Digi-Armor Energize!”
Again a light surrounded Davis’s digimon,
“X-Veemon armor digivolve to… Flamedramon!”
“Ready Augumon?”
“As ready as you are Tai!”
“Augumon warp digivolve to… War Greymon!”
“Sora!” shouted Birdramon,
“Got it!” replied Sora, “DIGIVOLVE!”
“Birdramon digivolve to… Garudamon!”
“ Wing Blade!”
“Terraforce!”
“Fire Rocket!”
“Is that the best you’ve got?” asked Myotasmon with glee, “You’ll have to do better than that to defeat
me!”

Will Myotasmon finally be able to defeat the digi-destined or will the digi-destined figure out a way to
defeat him?

Find out on:

The Kidnapping (part6)
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